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Some comments on the Invitation to Egypt and Sudan to become Joint owners of the Grand 

Renaissance Hydro electric Dam. Conflict and cooperation between riparians over a shared 

water resource.What practical lessons can we learn from selected global water regulatory 

regimes? 

Part Two 

 

By  Eshetu Girma 

November 3, 2013   Washington D.C. 

This article is the second and last segment pertaining to the invitation of Egypt and 

Sudan on a scheme to manage and own jointly The Grand Renaissance Hydro electric Dam 

under construction on the Blue Nile. I urge readers to read this segment in conjunction with the 

first segment to get the full picture of my comments and arguments. 

To re-cap: 

 In the first segment, I advanced a proposal to conduct a two track negotiation 

connecting the current water negotiation combined with other equally important issues. More 

specifically, I suggested that we shouldn’t have piecemeal water deal with Egypt and any 

negotiation on water must focus on the regulatory regime that I have more fully described in 

the first segment. What was missing from my exposition was what I called the Peace Agenda 

Treaty with Egypt which in my opinion must be signed simultaneously with the technical aspect 

of the water treaty. Again, if we don’t get the Peace Agenda treaty to our full satisfaction, it is 

my view that we shouldn’t even consider signing the comprehensive water treaty. 

Anyone reading this article might ask what is there to discuss with Egypt concerning 

Peace. We are not at least at war with them, there are no prisoners to exchange, cease fire to 

enforce, or anything resembling these cases.  I would argue inspite of the fact we don’t have an 

overt war we still have hostilities and deep suspicion with one another. At times, this suspicion 

between Egypt and Ethiopia has been reflected in various international forums and diplomatic 

events. If we are to opt for a peaceful relationship and all round cooperation with Egypt, we 

have to consider and assess what had happened in recent history in the relationship between 

Egypt and Ethiopia. 

I will begin my analysis with an analogy. If for instance, someone invites you for a lunch/ 

dinner and you have knowledge that the said person had stabbed you in your back several 

times and you have credible suspicion that he is planning or plotting to stab you again, before 

accepting his invitation, you must settle your differences. First, you will set the record straight 
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and then, and only then, you will consider and accept his invitation for lunch/dinner and shake 

hands with him for lunch, embark in good faith to create friendly and cooperative relationship. 

This analogy as much as it works with individuals it equally applies to states in their relationship 

among the community of nations. 

I am not a historian, but as a keen observor of the relationship between Egypt and 

Ethiopia in recent memory, I have observed some events which require close scrutiny and 

examination. Historians quite often say history is not about the mere recording of events, it is 

about evaluation and assessing events with a view to draw lessons and what to do to prevent 

from something similar happening in the future. 

We all know that in distant past, more specifically in the 18th and 19th centuries, Egypt 

has committed acts of aggression against Ethiopia largely motivated by the desire to secure 

control over the entire Blue Nile river basin system. Mohammed Ali (1769-1849) formally felt 

that the security and prosperity of Egypt could only be assured fully by extending conquest to 

those Ethiopian Territories from which Egypt receives its reserves of water. The objectives of 

such a conquest were designed to impose Egypt’s will on Ethiopia. Thus, the Egyptians occupied 

Kassala in 1839, Massawa in 1846, Kunama in 1869 (These three locations were then part of 

Ethiopia, now under Eritrean Sovereignty), Metema in 1846 and Harrar in 1875.1 Sixteen 

battles were fought between Egypt and Ethiopia from 1832-1876 at Gedarif and Gura. Egypt 

lost all these battles.2 

I understand that anyone reading this will ask “What is the relevance of these events to 

present day realities?” I get that. But, even if I set aside what happened in distant past for the 

time being, I cannot completely ignore what happened in recent years, especially those 

incidents that occured over the last ten years. Egypt no longer promotes open aggression in the 

twenty-first century. The attack now takes the form of proxy wars, hosting and supporting 

armed groups and litany of other destabilizing activities which I have attempted to outline 

briefly in this paper. The policy of Egypt toward Ethiopia is simple: it is to make Ethiopia 

become weak, divided, and at all cost, disrupt and delay its economic development and 

progress. Consider the following: 

1. “Egypt under President Gamal Abdel Nasser allowed Eritrea to use a Cairo radio station 

to disseminate hostile propaganda against Ethiopia 

2. Al Azhar University gave several scholarships only to Eritrean Muslims and Egypt 

provided military training camps for Eritrean Armed groups  

3. Egypt used Somalia as a proxy state against Ethiopia for decades and now Egypt is using 

Eritrea as a proxy state to stage hostility against Ethiopia. Egypt did not show any 

neutrality in any misunderstandings that involved Ethiopia. The policy of Egypt is as 
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always to consolidate clandestine support for Eritrea in the same way they did with 

Somalia in the 70s, 80’s and the year 2000 

4. Egypt supported Somalia with heavy weapons in the 1984 and 1977 war against 

Ethiopia”3 

5. Just in the past eight years, “Egypt is one of the states identified by the United Nations 

Security Council, which supported the Union of Islamic Courts (UIC) by sending arms and 

weapons. See United Nations Security Council Report Document S/2006/913 and more 

specifically paragraph 213 at page 42”4 

6. Our neighbor, Eritrea, supported Egypt’s position on the Nile Basin Initiative Treaty 

indicating that Eritrea is in all likelihood will remain as Egypt’s proxy, protecting Egypt’s 

interests whenever hostilities arise 5 

7. Egypt is undergoing a lot of changes. Just until a few months ago, it was run by a Muslim 

brotherhood government that sympathizes with radical Islam, the roots of which can be 

traced to Egypt itself. We don’t know clearly the directions in which the Generals 

governing Egypt are heading at. From Ethiopian perspective, Egypt and Ethiopia must 

sign and commit themselves that they must outlaw radical Islam and International 

terrorism in their respective countries. In other words, they must not support directly or 

indirectly that promote such acts. This item should be included in the Peace Treaty so 

that it will guide successive Ethiopian and Egyptian governments to act in a civilized 

manner and for us to have some kind of continuity and assurance to refrain from such 

acts. Will Egypt accept such a commitment?  

Considering all of these events in their totality, the author of this article believes that 

there are issues to discuss with Egypt beyond the water related matters. These discussions 

must be carried out together with the water negotiations. The author of this article is open 

for negotiation even with adversaries like Egypt. My argument is that the treaty negotiation 

on water related matters especially the regulatory regime creation must be subordinated to 

the Peace Agenda with Egypt. We must get concessions and not simply give in to their 

demands. The negotiators ought to have two or more negotiating texts and the Peace 

Agenda treaty must, among others, cover the following Agenda Items: 

Without any prejudice to International Humanitarian Laws and Treaties currently in force, 

 Egypt must cease hosting and supporting anti-Ethiopia elements, terrorists whether 

in clandestine manner or openly 

 Egypt must cease providing propaganda outlets to anti-Ethiopia elements now or in 

the future 

 Egypt must cease supporting armed groups especially those that destabilize Ethiopia 

and promote religious extremism 
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 Egypt must commit itself to stop delivering weapons, ammunition, armaments now 

or in the future to armed rebel groups and proxy states that use such weapons to 

harm and destabilize Ethiopia. 

 I can go on and on. The point is these are some examples and there may well be 

other things to consider. But get this. Any agreement on the management of the 

shared watercourses of the Nile will ultimately collapse at any time, if there are 

lingering hostilities and back stabbing behind the scene. Again, we have two big 

issues with Egypt. Any cooperative initiative can only succeed if we understand and 

address the two issues jointly and properly. 

Conclusion 

There is now an opportunity for Egypt to redress the wrongs and blunders committed 

against Ethiopia with the objective of correcting its destabilization policies and record. 

There is no more need to exchange diplomatic niceties, languages and gloss over hardcore 

differences and realities. I believe Ethiopia need to establish its own security priorities vis a 

vis Egypt and to collaborate with all countries in the region as long as these minimum 

priorities are secured. We need to address those head-on right now. It is my firm belief that 

the water negotiation for providing lasting solution must be tied-up and be subordinated to 

the Peace Agenda Treaty, which deals with the security and survival of Ethiopia. This is the 

objective that I set out to accomplish in these two segments of my papers.  

 

NOTES 

1. Daniel Kindie “ Egypt and the Hydro politics of the nile” available at: 

http://chora.virtualave.net/kendie-nile.htm 

2.   Zeriun Abebe Yigzaw  “ETHIOPIA: Scars of the Nile Dispute since the mid-1900s” 

June10, 2013 available at: http://zenileabbay.wordpress.com/2013/06/19/ethiopia-

scars-of-the-nile-dispute-since-the-mid-1900s/ 

3. See Kindie note 1 above. 
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